
Skogen Development

The Facts and Evidence



Reality Check

This pack is for those seeking to understand - to 
go beyond emotion, supposition and hearsay

We’ll give facts, with links to evidence

We’ll highlight questions to ask and answers you 
are currently not hearing

In short, you’ll have what you need to take a 
balanced and informed view
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The Planning Application: April 2017 
Did the Forum Oppose Development?

No
We DID sound out local opinion, seeking all views - see Facebook posts 
5 July and 11 July 2017 https://facebook.com/kdbhforum

Why?  The planning process notifies residents affected by a development - in 
this case very few (4 responses to the Council prior to our posting).

The village centre is a community asset. The development is adjacent to a 
Conservation Area. We wanted to increase awareness across the wider 
community.  

We had a good response, summarised all feedback - for and against - and 
put details on our website. We notified Cllr Courts as input to the Planning 
Committee.

The Forum did not oppose the development.  We did raise concerns on 
key missing details, eg. hard and soft landscaping scheme.
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https://facebook.com/kdbhforum


The Build: Winter/Spring 2017/2018
Did the Forum Raise Concerns to the Council?

Yes
When it became clear that what was being built varied significantly from 
what had been approved.

In the course of its work, the Forum is aware that, due to stretched Council 
resources and the cost of taking action, some builders may feel more confident 
they may make changes and obtain ‘retrospective’ planning permission.  Any 
unauthorised works are undertaken entirely at risk. 

The Council’s Local Plan anticipates two major Green Belt site developments in 
KDBH: 780 new houses + important new community facilities.  Residents’ 
confidence in the Council’s ability to control development is vital.

The danger is that what happens with this development sets a precedent.
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The Decision to Enforce: January 2019
Who Made it, Why?

The Council Made the Decision

The Forum has no decision-making power. It is one voice providing feedback to 
the Council, alongside all other representations received.

The developer knew the risk he was taking in proceeding outside the terms of the 
planning approval - as advised by the Council - and chose to continue anyway.

Why enforce?  The Council’s 16 page ‘Statement of Case’ identifies specifically how 
what has been built fails to meet National, Council as well as KDBH 
Neighbourhood Plan policy and planning regulation.
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Go to document

https://b0c3a377-e395-4bb7-8fb9-75318997a75c.filesusr.com/ugd/3745c0_e9f8afc872f34b14af8aa0118df3e7e4.pdf


The Appeal and Decision: 2 October 2020
Who, How, Outcome?

The developer used his right to appeal the Council’s enforcement.

The Council must hand everything relating to the case to an external, Independent 
Inspector who has no association to the case or to the parties involved.

The Inspector alone, on behalf of the Secretary of State, assesses the case based on all 
the evidence - including letters of support - and in the context of planning law.  The 
Inspector can ask for more information; and also hold hearings, which were not deemed 
necessary in this case.

The Forum had no involvement.

The Inspector’s detailed, 14 page report dismisses the developer’s Appeal. It clearly 
and unequivocally sets out action that must be taken to bring the building into conformity 

The Inspector stipulates 6 months to complete all actions - by 2 April 2021.
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Go to document

https://b0c3a377-e395-4bb7-8fb9-75318997a75c.filesusr.com/ugd/3745c0_66ed54407b3644fba9d0c74d5bf91387.pdf


The New Application: 7 April 2021
Why, What?

On 7 April 2021, ie. after the Inspector’s deadline had 
expired and with apparently no changes made to the 
building structure, the Council received a new planning 
application.

This is the first time the Forum has experience of an Appeal 
and Independent Inspector’s report.  The process of 
implementing an Inspector’s determination of a case, and 
why a new similar application was entertained, is unclear to 
us.  

Regrettably, the new application showed only minor, 
cosmetic changes, in sharp contrast to what was stipulated 
in the Inspector’s report which provides the legal planning 
context in which the application must be assessed.

The Forum responded accordingly on 10 May, details Here.

As did the Resident Association planning teams - for exactly 
the same reason.  

We expected the Council to determine the application and 
heard no more until…..
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https://b0c3a377-e395-4bb7-8fb9-75318997a75c.filesusr.com/ugd/3745c0_e3aff2fac6344d399375ba36ad95eccd.pdf


The Latest: w/c 4 July 2021 
New Social Media Campaign

2 months later, the Forum is aware of social media posts relating 
to the development;  soon after, Skogen releases a video on their 
Facebook page.  The Forum is once again under fire.

The Forum is portrayed as actively working against the 
development for its own unspecified purposes - a line familiar from 
previous campaigns of disinformation.

Our Chair has previously been subject to false implications of 
wrongdoing without a shred of evidence.

In contrast, the developer is portrayed as just doing the best for the 
community, being unfairly targeted.  

No mention of the planning history, or of the Independent 
Examiner’s findings.  

Why now, we puzzled?  We contacted the Council.  They 
advised that additional documentation was expected 
which will be subject to further consultation.

Raising the question:  When does this all end? 

Meanwhile, it’s important to note that Skogen’s Facebook 
video makes incorrect claims about what has planning 
consent.

To be clear, the current use does not have planning 
permission and the owner is in breach of an 
enforcement notice - a criminal offence - and could 
therefore be liable for a substantial fine or legal 
proceedings.
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In summary, 1:
How the Forum Operates

There is no campaign or ‘vindictiveness’ against the development: the developer is 
the agent of the challenges he now faces. 

This is a prime case in point where a developer knowingly builds a scheme different to that 
approved in full expectation that a ‘retrospective’ application will be approved.  

We work within national legislation governing Forums, are officially approved by the 
Council and apply Charities Commission standards of governance. 

The Forum operates professionally and carefully within the framework of the KDBH 
Neighbourhood Plan (NP), created and overwhelmingly voted in by residents;  and according 
to our constitution and code of conduct as set out on our website.

We respond to planning applications after careful consideration of all the planning material 
made available, referencing the NP and wider planning regulation. The process we follow to 
ensure consistency and transparency, and to protect our independence, is set out Here. 

In line with Policy EC1 of the NP, the Forum supports and encourages appropriate 
economic development - but not at any cost.
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Go to document

Go to webpage

https://www.kdbh-np.org/planning-responses
https://b0c3a377-e395-4bb7-8fb9-75318997a75c.filesusr.com/ugd/3745c0_47d87d5f3cef466e9e398f6f55ec3aba.pdf
https://www.kdbh-np.org/forum-charity


In summary, 2
The Forum in the KDBH Community

Some say the Forum does not represent the KDBH community.  

The Forum prides itself on a good level of community 
engagement, which we continue to build despite very limited 
resources. Donations from the community fund our operations. 
Our Facebook community has 1,939 likes, 2,193 followers.  
Over 1,100 residents receive our newsletters keeping them 
regularly updated on all we do - our latest is easily accessible 
on our website Home Page.  

All planning responses are made publicly available on our 
website Here.  

Those engaged with the Forum are aware of and 
understand how we operate.  They are also familiar with 
the history of this long-running saga.  

Our concern is how a campaign of disinformation 
affects those unfamiliar with the Forum and what we 
work hard to achieve on behalf of the KDBH community. 
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